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Abstract 

In this work, two models to simulate the single-phase multicomponent flow in 

reservoirs are introduced: single-phase multicomponent flow model and two-phase 

compositional flow model. Because the single-phase multicomponent flow is a special 

case of the two-phase compositional flow, the two-phase compositional flow model 

can also simulate the case. We compare and analyze the two models when simulating 

the single-phase multicomponent flow, and then demonstrate the equivalence of the 

two models mathematically. An experiment is also carried out to verify the 

equivalence of the two models. 

Keywords: single-phase multicomponent flow, two-phase compositional flow, 

reservoir simulation. 

1. Introduction 

Much work has contributed to the field of single-phase and multi-phase flow 

simulations in reservoirs. Such flow simulations can be applied in broad regimes such 

as enhancing oil and gas recovery from hydrocarbon reservoirs by injection of 

chemicals [1][2][3], storing greenhouse gases in saline aquifers and oil fields [4][5], 

monitoring the transport of contaminants in groundwater flow [6][7][8] among others. 

The study of the flows in reservoirs can be traced back to the year 1856 when 

Frenchman Henry Darcy investigated the flow characteristics of sand filters for water 

purification. He established the foundation of the quantitative theory for the flow of 

homogeneous fluids in porous media [9]. Then Muskat and Wyckoff [10]-[13] studied 
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the flow of reservoir fluids in 1930’s, and their work was instrumental in advancing 

the knowledge of reservoir dynamics to its present state. 

Algorithmically, many schemes have been developed to simulate the multi-phase 

flow such as the fully implicit scheme and implicit-explicit hybrid scheme. The use of 

fully implicit schemes in reservoir simulations can be traced back to the work of 

Roebuck et al. [14], where they developed an implicit numerical method to simulate 

the differential and algebraic relations governing one-dimensional three-phase flows 

in porous media. Then much work to improve the solution procedure of implicit 

scheme was carried out such as [15] and [16]. The first application of an implicit-

explicit scheme in reservoir simulations can be found in [17], where an implicit 

equation for the oil-phase pressure and two explicit equations for the over-all 

composition and water saturation were obtained. Further investigation on implicit-

explicit hybrid scheme can be observed in [18]-[22]. A fully implicit scheme can 

solve for the pressures, velocities, saturations etc. simultaneously, and its time step 

can be set larger than the implicit-explicit hybrid scheme. However, the fully implicit 

scheme requires significantly more computing resources than the implicit-explicit 

hybrid scheme when solving the discretized linear system. The implicit-explicit 

hybrid scheme solves for the pressures implicitly, then solves for the saturations or 

concentrations explicitly. Its computing cost is lower compared to the fully implicit 

scheme, but to achieve convergence, its time step is limited by the CFL condition and 

the splitting error from decoupling pressure and saturation/concentration equations. In 

many large-scale simulations, the number of unknowns in the discretized linear 

system of the fully implicit scheme becomes very large, and it is not efficient to solve 

the system, thus an implicit-explicit hybrid scheme is preferred. 

Moreover, many discretization schemes have been proposed in the multi-phase 

flow simulation. Popular methods include finite difference method (FDM) [23][24], 

finite element method (FEM) [25]-[28] and Lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM) [29]-

[38]. Traditional FDM dominates both theoretical and practical work in the multi-

phase flow simulation. It is based on the physical concepts such as mass conservation 

law, energy conservation law, Darcy’s law and the isothermal fluid phase behavior. 

Both structured and unstructured grids can be used in discretization to represent the 

geometry of the reservoir accurately. FDM is simple and easy to implement, but it is 

not very versatile in dealing with boundaries and achieving stable results. Some 
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restrictive mesh refinement has to be imposed to get a nonsingular system. However, 

FEM can get well-posedness results easily, and its variational framework is very 

amenable to a posteriori error estimation. But the sparsity patterns from FEM are less 

structured and can be more difficult to parallelize efficiently. Although FDM and 

FEM achieve much success in the multi-phase flow simulation, they cannot tackle the 

complex pore space and inherent free-boundary issues such as breaking and merging 

of interfaces in the reservoir. Thus, LBM is proposed to capture the microscopic 

effects and reproduce the macroscopic behavior. LBM does not track interfaces but 

rather maintains the sharp interfaces automatically. Macroscopic behavior such as 

interface dynamics can arise naturally from the microscopic effects. FDM is the 

discretization method of choice in this work, considering its ready realization of 

parallelization. 

Based on the algorithmic scheme and discretization scheme mentioned above, a 

series of models to simulate the flows have been proposed. Two of them are the 

single-phase multicomponent flow model and the two-phase compositional flow 

model. Because the single-phase multicomponent flow is a special case of the two-

phase compositional flow, the two-phase compositional flow model can also simulate 

the single-phase multicomponent flow. However, it is unknown that whether the two 

models would output the same simulation results. To the best of our knowledge, no 

work has ever tried to compare and analyze the two models when simulating the 

single-phase multicomponent flow. Thus, whether the two models are equivalent with 

each other in such condition is a work deserved to do. In this work, we firstly 

establish the two models under some assumptions, and then we derive the condition to 

achieve the equivalence mathematically. Finally, we verify the equivalence by a 

numerical experiment. 

2. Single-phase Multicomponent Flow Model 

2.1 Basic Equations 

In the single-phase multicomponent flow model, the flow is in either oil phase or 

gas phase. Suppose there are c components, then the c mass conservation equations 

can be expressed as 

 �(����)�	 = ∇ ∙ ���� �(�� − ��)� + ��, � = 1,2, … , �. (2.1)  
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In the above equation,   is the porosity of the porous medium, !�  stands for the 

molar fraction of component m, " is the molar density of the flow, t is the time, # is 

the viscosity, p is the pressure, � is the mass density of the flow, � is the gravity 

vector, ��  is the source or sink term of component m, and c is the number of 

components.  k is the permeability tensor, and in 2D condition it can be expressed as 

� = $�� $�%$%� $%%�. 
Diffusion and dispersion effect is omitted in the model. We add the � equations of 

(2.1) together and have 

 �(��)�	 = ∇ ∙ �� �(�� − ��)� + �, (2.2) 
� = & ��

'
�() . 

Because " is the function of p and *� with *� being the molar amount of component 

m, the left-hand side of (2.2) can be derived further as 

+( ")+, =  +"+, + " + +,  
=  -+"+� ∗ +�+, + & +"+*� ∗ +*�+,'

�() / + " + +,  
=  -+"+� ∗ +�+, + & +"+*� ∗ +*�+,'

�() /. 
Thus, 

  0���1 ∗ �1�	 + ∑ ���3� ∗ �3��	'�() 4 = ∇ ∙ �� �(�� − ��)� + �, (2.3) 
(2.3) is the pressure equation of the single-phase multicomponent flow model, in 

which p is the unknown variable and all the other variables are known. It is noted that ���3� is calculated under constant pressure and temperature, and the molar amount of 
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the other components except component m is also kept constant. It can also be written 

as ( ���3�)6,1,78  with 78 = (*), … , *�9), *�:), … , *'). 

Once knowing p, we can compute the velocity u by Darcy’s law 

 ; = − �� (�� − ��). (2.4) 
With (2.4), equation (2.1) can be rewritten as 

 �(����)�	 = −∇ ∙ (!�";) + ��, � = 1,2, … , �. (2.5) 
The molar density (concentration) of component m can be defined as 

"� = !�", 
and then (2.5) can be rewritten as 

 �(���)�	 = −∇ ∙ ("�;) + ��,   � = 1,2, … , �. (2.6) 
(2.6) is the concentration equation of the single-phase multicomponent flow model. 

Once we know the value of u, we can know "� and !� from (2.6). With all the new 

values of variables, we can update the parameters in (2.3) by Peng-Robinson Equation 

of State (PR EOS), get the new p, and continue the iteration loop. 

2.2 Evaluation of Flow Parameters by Peng-Robinson Equation of State 

In reservoir simulation, EOSs can be used in computing the density, molar 

volume, etc. A lot of EOSs have been proposed to describe such attributes, e.g., 

Redlich-Kwong EOS and Van der Waals EOS. Among all the EOSs, PR EOS is the 

most popular, thus it is used in this work to compute the parameters of the flow. 

From the above section, we have known that the flow has c components. Let *� 

be the number of moles of component m, and then the total mole of the flow is 

* = & *� '
�() . 

The molar fraction of each component is defined as 

!� = *�* ,   � = 1,2, … , �. 
In PR EOS, the mixing principle of multicomponent is as below 
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? = & & !�!@(1 − A�@)B?�?@
'

@()
'

�()  , 
C = & !�C�

'
�()  , 

where A�@ is a binary interaction parameter between components m and n, and ?� 

and C� are empirical factors of the pure component m. The factors ?� and C� can be 

computed from 

?� = D�EF� GHI'�H�'�  , 
C� = D�J GI'��'�  , 

where G is the universal gas constant, I'� is the critical temperature of component m, 

and �'� is the critical pressure of component m. The EOS parameters D�E, D�J and αL are given by 

 D�E = 0.45724, 
 D�J = 0.077796, 
 F� = (1 + P�(1 − BI I'�⁄ ))H, 
where P� is based on vapor pressure data of hydrocarbons and T is the temperature. 

Suppose R� is the acentric factor of component m, then we have 

 P� = 0.37464 + 1.5423R� − 0.26992R�H ,  0 < R� < 0.5, 
 P� = 0.3796 + 1.485R� − 0.1644R�H + 0.01667R�U ,  0.1 < R� < 2.0.  
R� roughly expresses the deviation of the shape of a molecule from a sphere. The 

acentric factor of component m is defined as below 

R� = −log �YE	�'� |6[�(\.] − 1 , 
where Î � represents the reduced temperature of component m and it is defined as 

Î � = I I'�⁄ . 
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If we assume the vapor pressure data to be represented by 

log�YE	 = _ + Ì , 
where _  and `  are constants and �YE	  is the saturation pressure at absolute 

temperature T, then we have 

R� = 37 log(�'� 14.695⁄ )(I'� IJ� − 1⁄ ) � − 1, 
where �'� is in psia and IJ� is the normal boiling point of component m with the 

same absolute units as I'�. We define 

 a = E1bc6c , (2.7) 
 d = J1b6 , (2.8) 
where the pressure p is given by the PR EOS 

� = GIe − C − ?e(e + C) + C(e − C) , 
where e is the molar volume of the flow. Introduce the compressibility factor 

f = �eGI , 
and then PR’s cubic equation in Z is 

 fU − (1 − d)fH + (a − 2d − 3dH)f − (ad − dH − dU) = 0. (2.9) 
The equation has three roots. When only one root is real and positive, the root is 

selected as the value of the compressibility factor. When there are two or three real 

and positive roots, the largest positive root is selected if the flow is in gas phase; the 

smallest positive root is selected if the flow is in oil phase. If the values of f do not 

belong to any of the above cases, the computation may have some errors. 

The flow molar density is 

 " = 1b6g, (2.10) 
and the flow mass density is 
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� = " & !�h�,'
�()  

where h� is the molar weight of component m. Generally, the PR EOS and other 

similar cubic equations reliably represent the vapor pressure of pure substances since 

vapor pressure data are used to obtain the parameter F�, so the PR EOS has a good 

prediction to the gas density, but it has a bad prediction to the oil density. The error of 

predicted value of oil density from the PR EOS is due to the deviation of predicted oil 

volume from real oil volume, thus a modification has to be added to the predicted oil 

volume as 

e	^ij = eklm + ��. 
cc is the volume-translation parameter, eklm is the specific molar volume calculated 

with the PR EOS, and e	^ij is the true molar volume of the oil phase. Hoyos [39] 

proposed an expression of cc for the pure substance. With the mixing rule of the 

volume-translation parameter, the expression of cc for mixture can be derived as 

below 

�� = & !����h�
'

�() , 
where 

 ��� = ��)� + ��H(Î � − ��U)H, � = 1,2, … , �, (2.11) 
where ��U  can be understood as the value of the reduced temperature where the 

maximum correction is required and ��)� as the value of that maximum correction. 

The value of ��U  is obtained as the average of the reduced temperature where the 

maximum deviation of the original PR EOS for saturated oil volume occurs, yielding ��U = 0.89. On the other hand, at the particular reduced temperature value where the 

PR EOS does not need correction, (2.11) becomes ��)���H = −(Î � − 0.89)H. 
The 

''n�''c  ratio can be calculated as a polynomial function of the acentric factor 
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��)���H = 110.07R�o − 83.807R�U + 18.926R�H − 1.6348R� − 0.0066. 
The ��H constant remains as a degree of freedom, which is found as the value that 

minimizes the average of absolute value of relative deviations for all substances, 

yielding ��H = 2.013645 ∗ )\pq�qrs . With the value of ��H and the value of  
''n�''c , we 

can get the value of ��)�, and then we can get the value of cc. Lastly, the corrected 

molar volume of the oil phase is 

"'t^^ = 1/( 1"klm + ��). 
The corrected mass density of the oil phase is 

�'t^^ = "'t^^ & !�h�
'

�() . 
Note that the flow compressibility coefficient is 

 vw = )� ���1 . (2.12) 
From (2.10) we have 

 ���1 = )b6g − 1b6gc �g�1.  (2.13) 
By (2.12), we have 

 vw = )1 − )g �g�1. (2.14) 
Thus, in order to get vw, we only need to get 

�g�1. From (2.7) and (2.8), we have 

 �x�1 = Ebc6c, (2.15) 
 �y�1 = Jb6. (2.16) 
We do the implicit differentiation on (2.9) and get 

 �g�1 = − z{z|gc:0z}z|9H():Uy)z{z|4g90z}z|y:~x9Hy9Uyc�z{z|4Ugc9H()9y)g:(x9Hy9Uyc) . (2.17) 
Then from (2.14) to (2.17) we can get vw. 
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From (2.10), we can also derive ( ���3�)6,1,78 as below 

( +"+*�)�,�,�� = − �GIfH ∗ +f+*�, 
and 

�g�3� can be calculated from (2.9). 

The viscosity cannot be computed by the PR EOS directly. Because of the 

different characteristics of the gas flow and oil flow, we have to compute the gas flow 

viscosity and oil flow viscosity respectively. The oil flow viscosity can be computed 

from the correlation formula due to Lohrenz, Bray and Clark [40], and the gas flow 

viscosity can be evaluated based on the Lee-Gonzalez correction [41]. 

We stipulate that the porosity of porous medium is independent of pressure, thus ���1 = 0 . Moreover, we also know how to compute " , �  and #  from the above 

equations, and the parameters  , � and q are given as the initial condition. Therefore, 

we know all the parameters of (2.3), and we can compute the value of pressure p now. 

After we know pressure, we can know the velocity and then (2.5) can be solved.  

Because the partial molar volume defined in (3.4) is an important variable in the 

following mathematical demonstration, the method to compute it is introduced. There 

are three conditions to compute the partial molar volume of each component. If the 

flow contains only one substance, there is only one phase. The partial molar volume 

of the substance is the reciprocal of its mass density. If the flow contains multiple 

components, the flow can be in single phase or two phases. If the flow is in single 

phase, according to Lin and Thomas [42], the partial molar volume of component m is 

estimated from PR EOS by 

e̅� = 
 � b6��9J 01 + J���9J4 − H ∑ �����9 c���(��p�)��(����)��(��p�)� ��(��:J):J(��9J) � � b6(��9J)c − HE(��:J)~��(��:J):J(��9J)�c� ,�  

F = �, �,    � = 1, … , �. 
with et and es are the molar volume of the oil-phase and gas-phase respectively, and 

it can be computed as 

e� = f�GI� ,   F = �, �. 
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f� is the compressibility factor of phase F. 

 If the flow falls in two phases, the definition of partial molar volume has to be 

used to derive its value. Because the work only discusses the single-phase condition, 

the introduction is omitted here. 

2.3 Discretization 

In order to realize the single-phase multicomponent flow model with computer 

technology, we have to discretize the model firstly. The finite difference method is 

used to do the discretization. 

 

Figure 2.1 Discretization of a 2D grid. 

The 2D case is considered in this work. There is a rectangular reservoir, and it is 

divided into �! ∗ �� cells, as shown in Figure 2.1. nx stands for the number of cells in 

the x-direction, and ny stands for the number of cells in the y-direction. The pressure 

is imposed at the center of the cell. For the cell in the ith column and the jth row, we 

use ��:nc,�:nc to represent the pressure of the cell. In addition to that, there are four 

velocities on the four edges of the cell. They are ��,�,�:nc , ��,�:),�:nc , �%,�:nc,�  and 

�%,�:nc,�:), respectively. 

From (2.4), we know that in order to get the velocity values on the edges, we 

have to know the values of k, # and � on the edges. The values of k in the cells are 
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given, so the harmonic weighting method can be used to get the values of k on the 

edges. For isotropic and homogeneous porous medium, we have $�% = 0 and $%� = 0, 

and then 

$��,�,�:)H = !�:) − !�9)!�:) − !�$��,�:)H,�:)H + !� − !�9)$��,�9)H,�:)H
, � = 2, … , �!, � = 1, … , ��. 

$%%,�:)H,� = ��:) − ��9)��:) − ��$%%,�:)H,�:)H + �� − ��9)$%%,�:)H,�9)H
, � = 1, … , �!, � = 2, … , ��. 

$��,),�:)H = $��,UH,�:)H,        � = 1, … , ��. 
$��,@�:),�:)H = $��,@�:)H,�:)H,        � = 1, … , ��. 

$%%,�:)H,) = $%%,�:)H,UH,        � = 1, … , �!. 
$%%,�:)H,@%:) = $%%,�:)H,@%:)H,        � = 1, … , �!. 

The values of #, " and � in the cells can be calculated by the PR EOS, and the 

values of !� in the cells can be calculated from the concentration equation. To get the 

values of the variables on the edges, the single-point upstream weighting method is 

used. For example, the values of # on the edges can be calculated from the following 

equations 

#�,�,�:)H = �#�,�9)H,�:)H ,    if ��,�,�:)H ≥ 0#�,�:)H,�:)H ,    if ��,�,�:)H < 0 ,      � = 2, … , �!, � = 1, … , ��. 
#%,�:)H,� = �#%,�:)H,�9)H ,    if �%,�:)H,� ≥ 0#%,�:)H,�:)H ,    if �%,�:)H,� < 0 ,      � = 1, … , �!, � = 2, … , ��. 

#�,),�:)H = �use viscosity computing routine,    if ��,),�:)H ≥ 0#�,UH,�:)H ,    if ��,),�:)H < 0  ,      � = 1, … , ��. 
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#�,@�:),�:)H = �use viscosity computing routine,    if ��,@�:),�:)H < 0#�,@�:)H,�:)H ,    if ��,@�:),�:)H ≥ 0  ,      �
= 1, … , ��. 

#%,�:)H,) = �use viscosity computing routine,    if �%,�:)H,) ≥ 0#%,�:)H,UH ,    if �%,�:)H,) < 0  ,      � = 1, … , �!. 
#%,�:)H,@%:) = �use viscosity computing routine,    if �%,�:)H,@%:) < 0#%,�:)H,@%:)H ,    if �%,�:)H,@%:) ≥ 0  ,      �

= 1, … , �!. 
The two most important equations in the single-phase multicomponent flow 

model are (2.3) and (2.6). After we do the spatial discretization on the parameters, we 

come to discretize the two equations in time and space. For the cell in the ith column 

and the jth row in Figure 2.1, there is 

 �:)H,�:)H ∗ ¬+"+��:)H,�:)H
	 ��:)H,�:)H	:) − ��:)H,�:)H	

®, = 
− "�,�:),�:)H	 $��,�:),�:)H	

#�,�:),�:)H	 ∗ ¯��:UH,�:)H	:) − ��:)H,�:)H	:)
!�:UH − !�:)H − ��,�:),�:)H	 ��°

!�:) − !� + 
"�,�,�:)H	 $��,�,�:)H	

#�,�,�:)H	 ∗ ¯��:)H,�:)H	:) − ��9)H,�:)H	:)
!�:)H − !�9)H − ��,�,�:)H	 ��°

!�:) − !� + 
− "%,�:)H,�:)	 $%%,�:)H,�:)	

#%,�:)H,�:)	 ∗ (��:)H,�:UH	:) − ��:)H,�:)H	:)
��:UH − ��:)H − �%,�:)H,�:)	 �%)

��:) − �� + 

 
±²,��nc,³´ µ²²,��nc,³´

¶²,��nc,³´ ∗·|��nc,³�nc´�n p|��nc,³pnc´�n
²³�ncp²³pnc 9¸²,��nc,³´ s²¹

%³�n9%³ + 
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 ��:nc,�:nc
	 −  �:nc,�:nc ∗ ∑ ( ���3�)�:nc,�:nc

	 ∗ 3�,��nc,³�nc´�n 93�,��nc,³�nc´
∆	'�() , (2.18) 

where ��  and �% are the gravity components in the x-direction and y-direction 

respectively, t stands for the tth time step. From the above equation, we can get the 

pressure values at time step t+1 based on the parameter values at time step t. Because 

there are �! ∗ ��  cells in the grid, there are �! ∗ ��  equations like (2.18). If the 

unknown vector is written as 

» = �UH,UH	:), �¼H,UH	:), … , �@�:)H,UH	:) , �UH,¼H	:), �¼H,¼H	:), … , �@�:)H,¼H	:) , … , �@�:)H,@%:)H	:) �, 
and then a linear system is generated as 

 a»½ = ¾. (2.19) 
Here, A is a coefficient matrix of size * ∗ * with * = �! ∗ ��, and b is the right-

hand side of size * ∗ 1. By solving the linear system, we can solve for pressures 

implicitly. Notice that each row of A has at most 5 nonzero entries, so it is a typical 

five-point stencil finite difference problem. With the character that A is a sparse 

matrix, we can improve the solving process of (2.19) by a series of optimization 

methods such as the preconditioners and solvers in Hypre [43]. 

The discretization of (2.6) is straightforward. For the cell of the ith column and 

the jth row in Figure 2.1, there is 

  �:nc,�:nc
��,��nc,³�nc´�n 9��,��nc,³�nc´

¿	 = ��,�:nc,�:nc
	 − À�e,     � = 1, … , �, (2.20) 

with 

À�e = !�,�,�:),�:)H	 "�,�,�:),�:)H	 ��,�:),�:)H	:) − !�,�,�,�:)H	 "�,�,�,�:)H	 ��,�,�:)H	:)
!�:) − !�  

+ !%,�,�:)H,�:)	 "%,�,�:)H,�:)	 �%,�:)H,�:)	:) − !%,�,�:)H,�	 "%,�,�:)H,�	 �%,�:)H,�	:)
��:) − �� . 

From (2.20), we can get the concentration of component m at time step t+1 explicitly. 

The mechanism is called implicit pressure and explicit concentration scheme 

(IMPEC).  
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There are two types of boundary conditions in the model: Dirichlet boundary 

condition and Neumann boundary condition. In the Dirichlet boundary condition we 

know the pressure values on the boundaries of the reservoir, and in the Neumann 

boundary condition we know the velocity values on the boundaries. 

3. Two-phase Compositional Flow Model 

3.1 Basic Equations 

The general mass conservation law and Darcy’s law have been discussed in the 

single-phase multicomponent flow model. The two laws can also be applied in the 

two-phase compositional flow model, and they are also the base for a series of derived 

equations in the model. In this paper, we only consider oil phase and gas phase. 

Several new parameters peculiar to the two-phase compositional flow model, e.g. 

saturation, capillary pressure and relative permeability, are introduced here. The 

saturation S of a phase is defined as the fraction of the void volume of a porous 

medium filled by this phase. The fact that the two phases jointly fill the voids implies 

the relation 

Át + Ás = 1, 
where the subscripts o and g stand for the oil and gas phases respectively. Also, due to 

the curvature and surface tension of the interface between the two phases, the pressure 

in the oil phase is less than that in the gas phase. The pressure difference is given by 

the capillary pressure 

�' = �s − �t , 
Empirically, the capillary pressure is a function of saturation Át. Because �'  is very 

small in reality, we assume �' = 0 for simplicity. Then, �s = �t, and we just use � to 

stands for the pressure. 

There exists mass transfer between the oil phase and gas phase, so the mass 

conservation equation can be expressed as 

+� (!�t"tÁt + !�s"sÁs)�+, = 
 −∇ ∙ ~!�t"t;t + !�s"s;s� + !�t�t + !�s�s , � = 1,2, … , �, (3.1) 
The molar density of phase F is given by 
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"� = & "��
'

�() , F = �, �. 
The molar fraction of component m in phase F is given as 

 !�� = "��/"�, F = �, �. 
(3.1) is the concentration equation of the two-phase compositional flow model. 

The Darcy’s law is expressed as 

 ;� = − )�� ��(��� − ���), F = �, �. (3.2) 
Because the simultaneous flow of two phases causes each to interface with the other, 

the effective permeability is not greater than the absolute permeability k of the porous 

medium. The relative permeability $^� is widely used in the model as 

�� = $^��, F = �, �. 
The function $^�  indicates the tendency of phase F to wet the porous medium. 

In order to get the velocity values, we have to derive the pressure equation firstly. 

Consider a small volume Â, then the flow volume Âw = Â . In most general scenarios, 

there is 

 �ÃÄ�	 = �(Ã�)�	 = Â ���	 = Â ���1 �1�	 = Âvb �1�	 , (3.3) 
with 

vb = 1 + +� 
as the compressibility factor of the rock. In the same way, we can also define the 

compressibility factor of the flow as 

vw = − 1Âw +Âw+� �6,7. 
Here, 7 = (*), *H, … , *'), which is a vector composed of the number of molar 

amount of each component. T is the temperature. Partial molar volume of component 

m is defined as 

 e̅� = ( �ÃÄ�3�)6,1,78 , � = 1, … , �. (3.4) 
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Here, 78 = (*), … , *�9), *�:), … , *') . Because Âw = Âw(�, *), … , *') , based on 

the new introduced variables above, we can derive the expression of 
�ÃÄ�	  in another 

way as 

+Âw+, = +Âw+� �6,7
+�+, + +Âw+*)�6,7n

+*)+, + ⋯ + +Âw+*'�6,7Æ
+*'+,  

 = − Âvw �1�	 + ∑ e̅�'�() �3��	 . (3.5) 
Compare (3.3) and (3.5), we have 

Â vb +�+, = − Âvw +�+, + & e̅�
'

�()
+*�+, , 

 ~vb + vw� +�+, = & e̅�(!�t�t + !�s�s − � ∙ ( & ;�!��"��(t,s ))'
�() . 

If we define the total compressibility factor v6  as v6 = vb + vw , and define Ç� =!�t�t + !�s�s, then the above equation can be rewritten as 

 v6 +�+, + & e̅�� ∙ ( & ;�!��"��(t,s )'
�() = & e̅�Ç�

'
�() . 

Substitute ;� with (3.2), there is 

  v6 �1�	 + ∑ e̅�� ∙ 0∑ − )�� ��(�� − ���)!��"��(t,s 4'�()  
 = ∑ e̅�Ç�'�() . (3.6) 
This is the pressure equation of the two-phase compositional flow model. 

In the two-phase compositional flow model, the calculation of the single-phase 

parameters follows the same philosophy as in the single-phase multicomponent flow 

model. 

3.2 Discretization 

Similar to the single-phase multicomponent flow model, the pressure equation 

(3.6) and the concentration equation (3.1) are necessary to be discretized. We still use 
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the grid in Figure 2.1 as a sketch. At time step , + 1, (3.6) in the sample cell can be 

discretized as 

 �:)H,�:)Hv6,�:)H,�:)H	 ��:)H,�:)H	:) − ��:)H,�:)H	
Δ,  

+ −��,�!1 ¯��:UH,�:)H	:) − ��:)H,�:)H	:)
!�:UH − !�:)H − �t,�:),�:)H	 ��° + ��,�!2 ¯��:)H,�:)H	:) − ��9)H,�:)H	:)

!�:)H − !�9)H − �t,�,�:)H	 ��°
!�:) − !�  

+ −��,�!1 ¯��:UH,�:)H	:) − ��:)H,�:)H	:)
!�:UH − !�:)H − �s,�:),�:)H	 ��° + ��,�!2 ¯��:)H,�:)H	:) − ��9)H,�:)H	:)

!�:)H − !�9)H − �s,�,�:)H	 ��°
!�:) − !�  

+ −��,��1 ¯��:)H,�:UH	:) − ��:)H,�:)H	:)
��:UH − ��:)H − �t,�:)H,�:)	 �%° + ��,��2 ¯��:)H,�:)H	:) − ��:)H,�9)H	:)

��:)H − ��9)H − �t,�:)H,�	 �%°
��:) − ��  

+ −��,��1 ¯��:)H,�:UH	:) − ��:)H,�:)H	:)
��:UH − ��:)H − �s,�:)H,�:)	 �%° + ��,��2 ¯��:)H,�:)H	:) − ��:)H,�9)H	:)

��:)H − ��9)H − �s,�:)H,�	 �%°
��:) − ��  

= & e̅�,�:)H,�:)H	 Ç�,�:)H,�:)H	'
�() , 

with  

��,�!1 = & $��,�:),�:)H	 ∗ $^t,�:),�:)H	
#t,�:),�:)H	 ∗ "t,�:),�:)H	 ∗ !t,�,�:),�:)H	 ∗ e̅�,�:),�:)H	 ,'

�()  
��,�!2 = & $��,�,�:)H	 ∗ $^t,�,�:)H	

#t,�,�:)H	 ∗ "t,�,�:)H	 ∗ !t,�,�,�:)H	 ∗ e̅�,�,�:)H	 ,'
�()  

��,�!1 = & $��,�:),�:)H	 ∗ $^s,�:),�:)H	
#s,�:),�:)H	 ∗ "s,�:),�:)H	 ∗ !s,�,�:),�:)H	 ∗ e̅�,�:),�:)H	 ,'

�()  
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��,�!2 = & $��,�,�:)H	 ∗ $^s,�,�:)H	
#s,�,�:)H	 ∗ "s,�,�:)H	 ∗ !s,�,�,�:)H	 ∗ e̅�,�,�:)H	 ,'

�()  
��,��1 = & $%%,�:)H,�:)	 ∗ $^t,�:)H,�:)	

#t,�:)H,�:)	 ∗ "t,�:)H,�:)	 ∗ !t,�,�:)H,�:)	 ∗ e̅�,�:)H,�:)	 ,'
�()  

��,��2 = & $%%,�:)H,�	 ∗ $^t,�:)H,�	
#t,�:)H,�	 ∗ "t,�:)H,�	 ∗ !t,�,�:)H,�	 ∗ e̅�,�:)H,�	 ,'

�()  
��,��1 = & $%%,�:)H,�:)	 ∗ $^s,�:)H,�:)	

#s,�:)H,�:)	 ∗ "s,�:)H,�:)	 ∗ !s,�,�:)H,�:)	 ∗ e̅�,�:)H,�:)	 ,'
�()  

��,��2 = & $%%,�:)H,�	 ∗ $^s,�:)H,�	
#s,�:)H,�	 ∗ "s,�:)H,�	 ∗ !s,�,�:)H,�	 ∗ e̅�,�:)H,�	 .'

�()  
The concentration equation (3.1) can be discretized as 

 �:)H,�:)H
"�,�:)H,�:)H	:) − "�,�:)H,�:)H	

®, = Ç�,�:)H,�:)H	 − À�e,     � = 1, … , �, 
with 

À�e = 
!t,�,�:),�:)H	 "t,�:),�:)H	 ��,t,�:),�:)H	:) − !t,�,�,�:)H	 "t,�,�:)H	 ��,t,�,�:)H	:)

!�:) − !�  
+ !t,�,�:)H,�:)	 "t,�:)H,�:)	 �%,t,�:)H,�:)	:) − !t,�,�:)H,�	 "t,�:)H,�	 �%,t,�:)H,�	:)

��:) − ��  
+ !s,�,�:),�:)H	 "s,�:),�:)H	 ��,s,�:),�:)H	:) − !s,�,�,�:)H	 "s,�,�:)H	 ��,s,�,�:)H	:)

!�:) − !�  
+ !s,�,�:)H,�:)	 "s,�:)H,�:)	 �%,s,�:)H,�:)	:) − !s,�,�:)H,�	 "s,�:)H,�	 �%,s,�:)H,�	:)

��:) − �� . 
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The derivation of the edge parameters and the processing of boundary conditions 

follow the same philosophy as in the single-phase multicomponent flow model. The 

IMPEC scheme is also used in the model. Thus, such contents are omitted here. 

4. Equivalence of the Two Models 

4.1 Mathematical Proof of the Equivalence 

The two-phase compositional flow model can also be applied in the simulation of 

the single-phase multicomponent flow, since the single-phase multicomponent flow is 

a special case of the two-phase compositional flow. Thus, when simulating the single-

phase multicomponent flow, whether the two models are equivalent or not needs to be 

investigated. In fact, the two models follow the same flowchart to do simulation, as 

shown in Figure 4.1. Firstly, they make use of PR EOS to update the parameters of 

the flow; Secondly, they use the new parameters to update pressure values by the 

pressure equation; Thirdly, they use the new velocity values (which are calculated 

from the new pressure values) and the new parameters to update the concentration 

values by the concentration equation. The new concentration values can be used as the 

input of PR EOS and another loop begins. Therefore, in order to demonstrate the 

equivalence of the two models, we only need to demonstrate the three steps above are 

equivalent. Obviously, the first steps of the two models are equivalent, so we 

demonstrate the equivalence of the second steps and the equivalence of the third steps 

in the following part. 
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Figure 4.1 Flowchart of the simulation. 

Recall the pressure equation of the two-phase compositional flow model (3.6). In 

the condition of the single-phase multicomponent flow, the second item of the left-

hand side becomes 

 ∑ e̅�∇ ∙ 0∑ − )�� ��(�� − ���)!��"��(t,s 4'�()  
 = ∑ e̅�� ∙ 0− )� �(�� − ��)!�"4'�()  (4.1) 
From (3.4), we know that 

e̅� = ( +Âw+*�)6,1,78 = ( + *"+*�)6,1,78 = 1" ∗ ¬ +*+*�6,1,78 − *"H ∗ ( +"+*�)6,1,78  
= 1" − *"H ∗ ( +"+*�)6,1,78 . 

We also know 

 v6 +�+, =  " ∗ +"+� ∗ +�+, . 
Thus, in the single-phase condition, (3.6) can be rewritten as 
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  ∗ ���1 ∗ �1�	 = ∑ )� − 3�c ∗ 0 ���3�46,1,78� ∇ ∙ 0)� �(�� − ��)!�"H4'�() +
∑ e̅�'�() Ç�".(4.2) 

Subtract (4.2) from (2.3), we have 

 & ¬ +"+*�6,1,78
'

�() ∗ +*�+,  
 = ∑ * ∗ 0 ���3�46,1,78 ∇ ∙ 0)� �(�� − ��)!�4'�() + ∑ 3�'�() ∗ 0 ���3�46,1,78 ∗ Ç�.
 (4.3) 
If (4.3) is true, (2.3) is equivalent with (3.6). Now we come to investigate whether 

(4.3) is true or not. The first term of the right-hand side of (4.3) means the change of " 

per unit time with the change of the molar amount of each component due to the 

convection effect. The second term of the right-hand side of (4.3) means the change of " per unit time with the change of the molar amount of each component due to the 

injection/production effect. The left-hand side of (4.3) means the change of " per unit 

time due to the change of the molar amount of each component, which is a 

combination effect of the convection effect and injection/production effect. Therefore, 

(4.3) is true based on the physical explanation, which brings about the equivalence of 

(2.3) and (3.6). The pressure equations of the two models are equivalent.  

Next, we come to check the equivalence of the concentration equations of the 

two models. The left hand side of (3.1) is 

 
���(��É�ÉmÉ:��Ê�ÊmÊ)��	 = �(����)�	 = �(���)�	 = LHS of (2.6). 

The right hand side of (3.1) is 

 −∇ ∙ ~!�t"t;t + !�s"s;s� + !�t�t + !�s�s = −∇ ∙ (!�";) + �� =RHS of (2.6). 
Thus, (2.6) and (3.1) are equivalent, i.e., the concentration equations of the two 

models are equivalent.  

Because the pressure equations of the two models are equivalent, the 

concentration equations of the two models are also equivalent, and the algorithms for 

the two models to compute the single-phase parameters are the same, they contribute 
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to the equivalence of the two models in the case of single-phase multicomponent flow 

simulation. 

After discretization, the equivalence of the two models can be destroyed by the 

following reason: the " values may be different on the four edges of a cell, which 

leads to the discretized pressure equations of the two models cannot be equivalent 

with each other precisely. However, if the grid is fine enough, the " value on each 

edge of a cell can be deemed as the same. Thus, the two models should still output the 

similar results on the fine enough grid. In the following section, an experiment is 

carried out to verify the equivalence. 

4.2 Experimental Proof of the Equivalence 

In the experiment, there is a 2D reservoir of 4 meters by 4 meters. The porous 

medium is homogeneous and isotropic, and the permeability is 9.87*10
-15

 m
2
. The 

porosity is 0.2 everywhere. Initially, the pressure in the reservoir is 2*10
6
 Pa. Propane 

is full of the reservoir. There is gravity in the y-direction. Methane is injected into the 

reservoir to push out the propane in it. The injection point is at the left-down corner of 

the reservoir and the production point is at the right-down corner. The injection rate is 

0.02 mol/(m
2
s). A constant pressure of 2*10

6
 Pa is imposed at the boundaries of the 

production point. If the temperature is 480 K, both methane and propane are in the 

gas-phase. We simulate the single gas-phase flow in the experiment. The simulation 

time is 0.2 year and each time step is 900 seconds. We compare two indices of the 

two models: the recovery rate of propane and the propane/methane ratio inside the 

reservoir at the end of 0.2 year. The size of the grid is increased from 40*40 to 

200*200.  

The code is written with FORTRAN90, and the SMG solver [44] in Hypre is 

used to solve the linear system. Consider the grid size is large, the code is realized 

with parallelism. We firstly calculate the absolute differences of the recovery rates of 

propane between the two models in different grids. Then, the differences of the 

propane/methane ratios are calculated. The results can be observed in Table 4-1. From 

Table 4-1, we can observe that the differences are very small for both indices. In 

addition to that, for both indices, the differences are decreasing with the increasing of 

the grid sizes, with the exception that the differences are increasing when the grid size 

increases from 40*40 to 80*80. The exception can be explained as the inaccuracy of 
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the numerical results when the grids are coarse. However, when the grid is 

sufficiently fine, it can be observed that the results of the two models approach each 

other, which is a demonstration of the equivalence of the two models. 

 

Table 4-1 Results of the gas-phase experiment. 

Grid size Recovery rate of propane Propane/methane ratio 

Single-phase 
multicomponent 
flow model 

Two-phase 
compositional 
flow model 

Absolute 
difference 
(10-4) 

Single-phase 
multicomponent 
flow model 

Two-phase 
compositional 
flow model 

Absolute 
difference 
(10-4) 

40*40 0.632858 0.632685 1.73 0.628596 0.629103 5.07 

80*80 0.638323 0.638128 1.95 0.613388 0.613951 5.63 

120*120 0.640827 0.640642 1.85 0.606519 0.607055 5.36 

160*160 0.642352 0.642184 1.68 0.602368 0.602858 4.90 

200*200 0.643408 0.643258 1.50 0.599508 0.599949 4.41 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we investigate the single-phase multicomponent flow model and 

the two-phase compositional flow model. We conclude that when simulating the 

single-phase multicomponent flow, the two models can be equivalent. We further 

investigate the equivalence after discretization, and conclude that the two models can 

still output the similar results if the grid is sufficiently fine. Finally, we verify the 

conclusions in the single gas-phase experiment. 
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